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2650 votes Rate this product Hydro Foam or Alternatives Read customer reviews at Amazon.com Hydro Mousse™ Liquid Lawn™ is a hydro sowing system that allows you to grow grass where you spray it. Unlike the conventional way that makes your seeds sensitive to wind, water and birds, Hydro Mousse™ Liquid
Lawn™, uses spray and stay technology that keeps the seeds in place. It is a specially designed nozzle allowing you to easily connect to your garden hose and spray where you want the grass to grow. The eco-friendly green foam bonding formula keeps the seeds in place and releases hard soil, for easy water
absorption. The result is a professional looking lawn for only a fraction of the price. Read below: 26∎ Customer Reviews Our report: 3 Common Complaints Found ▼ Hydro Foam or Alternatives Read customer reviews on Amazon.com Hydro Mousse™ Liquid Lawn™ is a revolutionary way of growing beautiful grass. It
does not involve professional lawn care or paying hundreds of dollars. It's so easy to use. If you can water the lawn, you can also use Hydro Mousse™ Liquid Lawn™. It shows you the exact areas where you plant, eliminating guesswork. Its high quality seed blend is also guaranteed to blend perfectly with your existing
lawn. Grass can grow on vertical surfaces and can survive extreme heat or cold conditions. The beautiful and professional looking lawn has never been easier to come by. This all sounds great, but 1/2 of our customer reviews are negative! See why below: The total cost breakdown cost of Hydro Mousse is $19.95 plus
$7.95 shipping, at a total price of $27.90. The price is from as seen on the TV commercial site: hydromousse.com #1 doesn't work as advertised Many customers have complained that this product doesn't work the way it's advertised, which means nothing really grows where you spray. Since the whole purpose of Hydro
Mousse is to grow grass wherever they spray – the fact that it doesn't do this task has left many wondering if they either used the product incorrectly or were scammed out of their money. The lack of growing grass is currently the number one complaint about this device on Amazon. The reason for this #1 complaint is
because infomercial makes growing grass seem to be an easy task. No seed or seed spray can grow perfect grass without external factors or additional effort. Growing grass is a complex task and should be treated as such. Hydro Mousse will work; However, you can much radiate more effort than just spraying. #2
Leaves Green Dye Brand Besides not really growing grass as advertised in infomercial, users have complained about the green dye in the foam stains of the hands and something else the mixture comes into contact with – without being easy to remove. Thus, many buyers were left with green dye stuck to their hands
and clothes - and still do have a lush green lawn from using this product. With this in mind, when applying the spray, make sure that old clothes and gloves are teed. Green dye is very effective in covering non-green spots on the lawn while the new grass grows. Taking the right measures will avoid this problem. #3 mix
well Some buyers have said that this mixture does not mix well with their soil. The rest simply sit on the soil without penetrating the ground, as shown on the infomercial. This means that the seeds never reach fertile soil below, resulting in a bland lawn that still has no grass growth. Be sure to thoroughly summarize the
soil before applying the mixture. Grass seed can not be used on dormant soil and is expected to grow. Hydro Mousse is a hydro seed spraying product that will help you plant lawn seeds with ease. Hydro Mousse binds to the garden hose and sprays all over the surface, gluing the seeds to the soil so they don't get blown
away; allows even coating. Hydro Mousse can cover 50 square feet per bottle and is good for pet urine stains, traffic-prone stains, and spots that are grown in the shade. She claimed she could even grow grass on the walls and stick upside down so you could grow thick grass wherever you wanted. We believe it's a little
far-fetched. How Hydro Mousse works works because it contains eco-friendly foam that not only tells you what's covered, but also keeps it on the ground so your seeds don't get scattered. The foam decomposes the hard soil and helps the seeds get in so that they grow very quickly. It's so sticky, it even sticks to the wall.
When you attach the product to the hose, it can cover the soil with seed and allow you to easily create your own lawn without frustrating conjecture, without having to worry about dangers such as wind, and without any other hassle with which traditional lawn care is supplied (or it seems so). For best results, we
recommend treating it in the same way as if you treat other grass seeds and experience more growth. Why you need it Every homeowner needs a big lawn, but growing one can be a hassle. Your pets can make urine stains that kill grass, your trucks and cars can put a dent in them, and shade can create rough spots.
With Hydro Mousse, it's easy to grow grass wherever you like and make sure it stays exactly where it's supposed to go. For this reason, you can grow the lawn that you have always wanted with little difficulty. Just sit back and watch them grow in just a week. Hydro Mousse Scam Due to its inefficiencies to help grass
grow [without driving out further efforts], some users have been led to believe they have been scammed. However, this is not a scam product and is made by a legitimate company. There were many buyers who were very happy with and showed grass growth within three weeks of spraying this medicine. In addition,
some areas that were sprayed received very little sun, with users who were not diligent in watering their lawn. However, they reported that their grass grew regardless of their negligence and shady location. Unfortunately, there were just as many cases where buyers waited more than three weeks – and actually took care
of their lawn – only to find that their grass growth was nonexistent. Grass growth is a science no matter what sowing method you choose. Advantages 1. Hydro Mousse is an organic substance that evenly covers your lawn with seed. 2. It holds the seed down to the ground and even decomposes the pesky soil. 3. Hydro
Mousse can hold upside down walls and grow on them as well. 4. Easy to apply. You no longer have to guess how many seeds you need and you don't have to watch your seed blow away. 5. Good for places that have been destroyed by pets, vehicles and shade. Restore them back to normal. 6. Each bottle of Hydro
Mousse covers up to 50 square feet, giving you a great range. Reference: Complaints Section Ingredients is not clear This company uses a patented recipe for grass seeds that is not fully disclosed even on the bottle. While the company's FAQ section states that it is safe for both pets and humans, it doesn't quite list the
entire set of ingredients being poured all over the lawn. Consumers cannot therefore be sure whether they are harming other forms of life in their soil in any way, as they can only take the word of society that it is an organic product. However, it's not an organic or all natural formula – which can be worrying for those left
wondering what I'm actually spraying on my lawn? If buyers really wanted to know exactly what was in this product, they could always dig deep into the national patent library to see exactly what ingredients were patented that are unique to that product. REAL Price One Order Hydro Mousse will cost buyers $19.95 plus



$7.95 in shipping and handling fees. If you live outside the United States, expect to pay an additional $10 for transportation. There is also the option to buy the Hydro Mousse Pro Kit, which includes double the order of grass seeds and 5 spare bags (one of which is advertised as free). For kit you will cost $79.80 plus
$29.95 in shipping fees if you are in the continental United States. Even if you don't want to buy the Pro Kit in advance, you will eventually need to buy replacement bags for this product if it works for you. These refills are available on Amazon at a cost of $22.28, with free shipping for Prime customers. This includes one
pound of grass seeds and two liquid ounces of Hydro Mousse. This means that this product requires continued investment in refing bags if you choose to use them consistently. Alternative products Turf Builder Grass Seed – While it's not foam, Scotts Turf Builder Grass Seed is a blend of seeds to help accelerate early
success with growing grass, no matter what area of country you live in. There is no green dye to help you figure out where you sprayed the seeds, which means you'll have to use the old-fashioned method of sowing by hand sprinkling on the lawn. It is currently the best seller on Amazon, with buyers confirming this seed
successfully obscures dog patches where their dogs urinate on the lawn. NO REFUNDS! If you ordered this product from the official website, you will have 30 days to return it. However, you will not receive your shipping and handling fees back and will have to pay for your own shipping in order to return this item. Once
the company receives the returned product, it will begin the return process. Keep in mind if you paid $7.95 for the initial shipping costs, and then pay an additional $7.95 return – it will cost you $15.90. Your refund will only be $19.95 if you bought one Hydro Mousse container. This means that the refund you receive,
minus your total shipping costs will be closer to $12.00 out of the total $36.85 spent. In other words, once you buy this product from the official website - it is not worth the money to return it. Customer Service The official buyer's website is able to contact customer service at 1-800-614-9155. Customer Service is available
for inquiries and assistance from 8:00 a.m. to 10 p.m., Monday through Friday, Eastern Standard Time. If you have a question about your order, you will need to allow 24 to 48 hours to pass for the order to appear at the end of customer service. As stated on the customer service page, your credit card should not be
charged until your order has actually left the warehouse. If you order from the official website, it will take up to four weeks. Overall lawn growing can be a pain and can be destroyed by many factors that you can't control, but it may not be so. With Lawn Mousse, you can grow your own lawn without having to guess and
without having to worry about your seeds scattering. If you're setting up your lawn and don't know what to do or just want to fix some patches, Hydro Mousse may be the way to go. Read the full report above and make your own decisions. REMEMBER: Do not just spray and expect a miracle, you need to prepare and
care for lawn growth! Do not buy Hydro Mousse online before searching for Amazon.- Alternatives or the same items are always available and sometimes at lower prices. Do not buy Hydro Mousse online before searching for Amazon.- Alternatives or the same items are always available and sometimes at lower prices.
Sort Reviews: Latest | Useful | Highest | Lowest Sort: Questions | Comments Posted: 19 September 2020 Ksch - CO) I just read all the evaluation of this product. In my opinion, this is not just a product, but a place itself that holds bias. People on this page don't provide any evidence, time frame, or stories about why the
product isn't working. As far as I'm at, this site is full of irreversible resources. If you are going to indicate that the product is not working, please give a detailed reason why. It's not hard, it's just a little common sense, and education in communication. Some may agree, and some may not, all opinions are just that opinions.
Take it or leave it alone. It is up to each individual to decide. 0 out of 0 people find this review helpful. Was this review helpful to you? It's all right. [No] Reply Write answer Posted: 09 September 2020 Ned White - (Tucson, AZ) Firstly, when I got the product, it was just a cheap sprayer and a cup without foam or seeds.
Not a big deal, it was cheap so I ordered the filling. Not so cheap. Double the price of a sprinkler. So now I'm ready to spray. So now I've put a new improved foam pack in a spray cup to add seeds and attach the garden hose to the assembled sprinkler system to turn on the water and get sprayed from the bottom of the
handle. Still not discouraged I try to turn the selector spray product. After I finally got the selector to move into the spray product just dribble out two seconds later, that cheap butt sprayer crumbled exploding polo mixed garbage all over the country and all over my right. Like I've never seen on TV! The whole thing is
complete and total Bull Shit. Do not buy this waste. 0 out of 1 people find this review helpful. Was this review helpful to you? It's all right. [No] Reply Write a reply Posted: 12 August 2020 by Gary Drury – (Hudson, FL) We are so excited to finally receive the product after waiting over a month to get it. We sat down and
read the instructions and followed them to t to mix and spray them. We spray the yard and to this day we have no growth, nothing. This product is a total rip off and forgets to get your money back because it doesn't happen. You won't get the shipping costs back and you'll have to pay the boat back to the company, so
there's an additional cost you'll be out of. We do not recommend this product for nothing. 0 out of 1 people find this review helpful. Was this review helpful to you? It's all right. [No] Answer Write your answer Published: 28 Jul 2020 Fred Cason - (Eastland, TX) I ordered hydromousse large delivery times 2. After a few
weeks and nothing from the company, I phoned their customer service numbers. I didn't get any response from any of my calls, even after I once held my phone for an hour. They don't answer their phones, they don't even have an email address to contact them. There is no way to contact this company if you want to
make a purchase. Anyway, after a few weeks I went to their status site and canceled my And after almost 3 months weed as well and charged me for it. Now I am faced with an attempt to return without having to pay $60.00 postage. I hope if you still take the risk of ordering from Hydromousse you don't get screwed like
me. 1 in 2 people found this review helpful. Was this review helpful to you? It's all right. [No] Reply Write your answer Posted: 16 Jul 2020 Bill - (Bolton, ON) So after waiting more than 3 months for it to come it finally showed yesterday. I prepared the lawn and was prepared a spray with grass seed and the mixture sits in
a container for more than a minute. My first attempt to lid for the container popped up spilling all the liquids and seeds all over the lawn. Needless to say, I wasn't impressed. I tried again this time just putting the hose in half thinking the pressure was too high just to do the same thing again. The lid of the container does
not remain when you go spray, a piece of junk. I bought 4 of them and they are all the same, do yourself a big favor and do not buy this product, save money and buy scotts seed. 2 out of 3 people find this review helpful. Was this review helpful to you? It's all right. [No] Answer Write your answer Posted: 31 July 2019 by
John Eafrati - (Murrells Inlet, SC) Received one small 50 square foot. Bag with a special offer, followed directions, got ready and all the wet seed was still in the container, they want you to dig 3 inches deep and water 3 times a day, garbage product, it is easier to get a bag of seed at home store and throw it in the yard. 2
out of 2 people find this review helpful. Was this review helpful to you? It's all right. [No] Answer Write your answer Posted: 18 May 2018 Gary – (Buffalo, NY) Not working as promised, very bad instructions and warnings should tell you about wearing gloves as a green stain don't come off when dry, it looks like you
haven't done anything, the best way to grow grass is to spread it out of your bag, cover it with a bag and water, then you've done too much preparation for the price , I highly recommend saving money. 2 out of 2 people find this review helpful. Was this review helpful to you? It's all right. [No] Answer Write your answer
Published: 11 May 2018 George Louis Lapointe - (American Canyon, CA) There is nothing legitimate about an ad or product. They say two orders and show two sprinklers and a bottle of ingredients on their ads. They send you one sprayer and one package of a mixture of ingredients with a BS environmental statement,
so you get a questionable amount of both seed and additive. Even if you follow the instructions for the letter, as in my case, there was a bad seed distribution and absolutely no green cover to protect the seeds. This is as close to fraud as possible. I strongly recommend that you all stay away from this product. 4 out of 4
people find this review helpful. You've been reviews useful? It's all right. [No] Answer Write your answer Published: 14 Apr 2018 Jeff - - MO) We planted hydro foam grass seed 2 weeks ago in our backyard and watered according to the instructions, we don't see anything growing yet, and there's no claim to a bag that
says as long as it expects grass, last week, in our front yard we planted general grass suppliers from Lowe's, that's up with the same watering schedule. I don't like Hydro Mousse. 3 out of 3 people find this review helpful. Was this review helpful to you? It's all right. [No] Answer Write your answer Published: 20
September 2017 Malcolm - (Northfield, NJ) OK. So I got scammed and it's my own fault as I should be smarter to think it will work. I followed the instructions very, very carefully and all I got was green/blue water with some marks of seeds at times and it ran clear after trying to cover about 30 square feet. The whole way
you think you have double the amount is also a scam because the seed comes in the same baggy.......... to save the environment. I went to Esa and bought a reputable seed for about half the price of this nonsense. 2 out of 2 people find this review helpful. Was this review helpful to you? It's all right. [No] Answer Write
your answer Posted: 15 November 2016 Willy Cool - (West Monroe, LA) Don't be mised, it doesn't work, the green thing comes out after the seeds then it just washes the seeds away, then when the water rest of the seeds just float off. The dial on the sprayer does not work any differently than in the off position. I spent
$109 on that crap and all I have is bare ground and a high water bill, your better just buying some grass seed. And now I can't get anyone to give me my money back for this. Also infomercial said it was a 60 day money back guarantee, but the website says 30 days. Please don't be as besmised as I am. Crap! 1 in 1
people found this review helpful. Was this review helpful to you? It's all right. [No] Answer Write your answer Posted: 15 May 2016 John - (Mobile, AL) I do not know who these people are who claim that this waste actually works, but I can tell you my experience as a real consumer. First I tried spraying the solution
directly on bare ground, as it shows in the ad. I watered 3 times a day for 3 whole weeks and nothing happened. Keep in mind that in the ad they spray the damn wall and the wall turns into a plushe green lawn. So I tried to farm the soil, spraying the solution and lightly covering the quality soil. Again, I watered 3 times a
day for 3 weeks and got nothing. My last attempt was just to prove to myself that this product is a scam. I planted a bag of semen the old-fashioned way. I've been working, spread out the seed. Covered and watered 3 times a day for 3 weeks. Guess what happened? You guessed it. Maybe they accidentally sent me a
bird seed instead of a grass seed. 2 out of 2 people find this review helpful. You've been reviews useful? It's all right. [No] Answer Write your answer Published: 24 February 2016 Randy - (Alvin, (Alvin, Well it works a little bit, the problem is that it does not give enough seeds. 1. I'm digging through the yard to really
release dirt. Put in some 29-0-4 fertilizer poached more. Then I sprayed that useless in the yard. It is sprayed 2-3 times a day. The grass was thin, not even a good combination of grass. went to the other side of the house to do. Well, I'm pretty much the same rake picks up. Give the grass sent spreads with spreaders
and also went to the store to get some lawn miracle to grow and this grass seed – expensive but not Hydro Mousse cheaply expensive crap. The Wonderlawn-peeled barmudagrass seed mixture is a very small grain the size of a sand mix to grow wonder and some seed in the sprayer container squirts and at no time the
grass grows. This seed is coated to grow better. My backyard is beautiful. I recommend not to waste money on hydromousse not worth it and get the above I mentioned also check the soil lime &amp;amp; Iron 29-0-4 fertilizer is great 72 hours later and it works. 2 out of 2 people find this review helpful. Was this review
helpful to you? It's all right. [No] Reply Write your answer Published: 29 May 2015 John - (Kinston, NC) I ordered on May 4th. Today is May 29 and has not yet received. I called 5 times and every customer service representative. He told me the order would be shipped the next day. I'm still waiting. I just spoke to a
customer service manager and she (Amy) tells me they're sold out. If anyone out there is considering buying this product, look elsewhere where. I don't know if the product is good or not. I know if you have a problem with your customer service orders people will lie to you to get you off the phone. 1 in 1 people found this
review helpful. Was this review helpful to you? It's all right. [No] Answer Write your answer Posted: 22 May 2015 Roger Lang - (O Neill, NO) I must think that whoever has received orders over the phone does not hear well. I got my order today, I ordered two (2) spray bottles of your product, NO hoses, instead I got 3
complete units, bottles, mix and hose. Now I find that your product is not all that is cracked up to be. I really hope it works out as expected. 0 out of 0 people find this review helpful. Was this review helpful to you? It's all right. [No] Answer Write your answer Posted: 06 Apr 2015 Cm - (Halifax, NS) I bought two containers
of this as my yard is large. I put a fresh charge in areas of need and watered it religiously every night. I was very disappointed with the results. When I went to the place where I bought it in Halifax, Showtime, to get my money back, they told me I had to contact the manufacturer. I sent emails, phoned their customer
service and never received a response once. Do not buy this product because the company does not give damn once they have their money. 0 out of 0 people find this review helpful. Was this review useful? It's all right. [No] Reply write write Answer Posted: 12 July 2014 Meme Gray - (Atlanta, GA) If you want your
hands to be green for two weeks, do not buy this product. They deceive you with a double offer by put it in one bag, but it doesn't double at all. It does not cover the specified area, nor does it cover. No grass after two weeks and instructions were followed on t. Do it the old-fashioned way. In addition, you will start
receiving 800 # calls shortly after sending the order. 1 in 1 people found this review helpful. Was this review helpful to you? It's all right. [No] Answer Write your answer Posted: 14 Jun 2014 Jim - (East Hampton, CT) With dog spots, do you need to remove all old, dead grass before application? 0 out of 0 people find this
review helpful. Was this review helpful to you? It's all right. [No] Answer Write your answer Submit a review, comment or question ▼ TV Stuff Review is a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide resources for us to earn fees by linking to
Amazon.com and affiliate sites. NEXT, AS SEEN ON TV ITEMS ▼ ▼
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